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I

for Laying Underground Electrical cable connection work to gust house ,Library Arts
room at SNDT Women's University, Pune Campus.

College, PGSR, Old Hostel, flat and water pump

Madam/Sir,
Sealed Quotations are invited for Laying Underground Electrical cable connection work to gust house
,Library Arts College, PGSR, Old Hostel, flat and water pump room at SNDT Women's University, Pune
Campus.lnterested authorized vendors are supposed to submit their quote along with their detail profile in
the format given in "Annexure A" on their company letter head. Quotation should be submitted to the office
of "The Registrar" at Churchgate campus on or before SOth dull 2-oL2- Contractor should submit their
quotes in two envelopes enclosed in single envelope along with Technical bid envelope, financial bid
envelope. Subject should be mentioned on each envelop.
Envelop may contains following documents in respective envelop:

a)

Technical Bid

i.
ii.

Profile of the vendor

Work Experience Certificate from the concerned the organization where work has
been executed.

iii. GST Certificate
iv. PAN Copy
v. If GST is not applicable then declaration of the same.
vi. If GST is applicable, then No Dues Certificate

authorized

by a

Chartered

Accountant

b) Financial Bid
i.
ii.

Mentioning including all taxes

If required work is mentioned component wise then the amount is to

be

given component wise in the prescribed format.

Quotation should be submitted
mentioned in the notification

in

closed envelop and on top write the subject. As

The University reserves the right to reiect any or all quotations without assigning any
reasons thereof.

gw*

Regards,

(Dr. Vandana-sharma 1
-ryBeSi strar (Addl. Charge)

@

(Offer should filled on letter head)

Annexure A
To,
The Registrar
SNDT Women's University,

Churchgate, Mumbai

Sub: Quotation

Arts

for Laying. Underground Electrical cable connection work to gust house ,Library
flat and water pump room at SNDT Women's University, Pune

College, PGSR, Old Hostel,

Campus.
Respected Madam/Sir,

With reference to subject cited above we would like to furnish our quote with best rate possible
below:
Sr.
No.
01

02

03

04

05

Description of Item

Aty

Unit

Excavation for foundation ton laying RCC Pipe in
soil of soft murum including all necessary back
filing, spreading and stacking ect. complete.

115.00

Cum.

Providing and Iaying cement concrete pipe I.S.N.P
Class 150 mm dia in proper line and level slope
including necessary colons joints filling and
refilling the trench etc. complete.

12 5.00

R.m

Providing and constructing 230 mm thick brick
masonry inspection chamber 90 cmX 45cm X 90 cm
including 1;4;B C,C foundation L:2:4 channel half
5,00
round G.S.W pipe bricks masonry plastering from
inside and outside face with fixing R.C.C cover 140
kg with frame etc. complete.

Nos.

Providing and applying installation Aluminum
Armound cable with all necessary connection
material like grand lug crimping to both side cable
including testing etc.
A. 70 SQ mm X 3.5 core
B. 50 SQ mm X 3.5 core
C. 35 SQ mm X 3.5 core
D. 16 SQ mm X 3,5 core

347.00
390.00
110.00
95.00

R.m.

Providing and installation 250 AMP outdoor feeder

10.00

Nos

pillor with all necessary required fitting with HRC
fase with m.s. stand and necessary Excavation and
cement concrete scaffolding and caring etc.

Rate

as

Amount

complete.
06

Labour charges for removing old cable with all lead
and lift including rejoing cable to feedor pillor and
testing etc.

22.00

Nos

Net Total
Add

GST as Applicable

Total

All the terms and conditions given in notifications are studied thoroughly and accepted fully.
Thanking You,
Yours Faithfully,
Name of Company

Signature of the Proprietor
Date:

Note: Enclose GST number, PAN number, declaration if GST is not applicable

I

